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Networks of ompanies an be onstruted by using return orrelations. A ruial issue in this
approah is to selet the relevant orrelations from the orrelation matrix. In order to study this
problem, we start from an empty graph with no edges where the verties orrespond to stoks.
Then, one by one, we insert edges between the verties aording to the rank of their orrelation
strength, resulting in a network alled asset graph. We study its properties, suh as topologially
dierent growth types, number and size of lusters and lustering oeient. These properties,
alulated from empirial data, are ompared against those of a random graph. The growth of the
graph an be lassied aording to the topologial role of the newly inserted edge. We nd that
the type of growth whih is responsible for reating yles in the graph sets in muh earlier for the
empirial asset graph than for the random graph, and thus reets the high degree of networking
present in the market. We also nd the number of lusters in the random graph to be one order
of magnitude higher than for the asset graph. At a ritial threshold, the random graph undergoes
a radial hange in topology related to perolation transition and forms a single giant luster, a
phenomenon whih is not observed for the asset graph. Dierenes in mean lustering oeient
lead us to onlude that most information is ontained roughly within 10% of the edges.
INTRODUCTION
In a nanial market the performane of a ompany
is ompatly haraterised by a single number, namely
the stok prie. This is thought to be based on available
information, although it is heavily debated what infor-
mation it should reet. In the world of business and
nane, ompanies interat with one another, reating
an evolving omplex system [1℄. Although the exat na-
ture of these interations is not known, as far as prie
hanges are onerned, it seems safe to assume that they
are reeted in the equal-time orrelations. These are
entral in investment theory and risk management, and
also serve as inputs to the portfolio optimisation problem
in the lassi Markowitz portfolio theory[2℄.
Network theory [3℄ provides an approah to omplex
systems with many interating units where the details of
the interations are of lesser importane, it is their bare
existene what is foused on. Reently this approah has
proved to be extremely useful in a broad eld of appli-
ations ranging from the Internet to mirobiology. Obvi-
ously, the eonomy is a good hunting eld to searh for
networks. [4℄
In this paper we study a nanial network where the
verties orrespond to stoks and the edges between them
to distanes, whih are transformed orrelation oe-
ients. Mantegna was the rst [6℄ to onstrut networks
based on stok prie orrelations and the idea was fol-
lowed by a series of papers [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄. Reently,
also time-dependent orrelations were studied, resulting
in a network of inuene [13℄. Here we deal with a net-
work, whih we have termed asset graph and introdued
in [5℄. It is a natural extension to our previous work with
asset trees [8, 9, 10℄, based on the idea by Mantegna [6℄.
We fous on the onstrution and lustering of the as-
set graph. We would like to emphasise that the impor-
tant issue of information versus noise is losely related to
our study. Although the estimated orrelation matrix is
a simple measure of oupling between stoks, it suers
from similar problems as the stok prie on whih it is
based; due to a onsiderable degree of noise its informa-
tion ontent is questionable. The general problem with
empirial data is that the orrelation matrix of N assets
is determined from N time series of length T , and if T
is not very large ompared to N , one should expet the
resulting empirial orrelation matrix to be dominated
by measurement noise. The fat that a ertain part of
the asset tree is robust, i.e. hanges very slowly in rash
free times [8, 9℄ already points towards the existene of
an information ore. Here we would like to explore this
issue further.
The problem of information ontent of the orrelation
matrix is entral to portfolio theory. There have been
several attempts to analyse this issue. One is based
on the random matrix theory, whih oers an interest-
ing omparative perspetive [14℄. The idea is that the
properties of an empirial orrelation matrix are om-
pared to a null hypothesis of purely random matrix as
an be obtained from a nite time series of stritly inde-
pendent assets. It is postulated that deviations from the
theoretial preditions are indiative of true information.
The general nding is that empirial orrelation matri-
es are dominated by noise [15, 16℄. There have also been
simulation-based approahes to study the eet of time
2series niteness [17℄, where the use of artiial data en-
ables isolation of errors due to soures other than nite
T . A dierent but intimately related approah has been
preferred in the nane literature, namely the prinipal
omponent analysis [18℄. Reently the independent om-
ponent analysis, a dierent tool of multivariate statistial
analysis has also been applied to suh problems [19℄.
We would like to follow a more geometrial alternative,
based on nanial networks, whih gives rise to an inter-
esting parallelism with the previous line of work. Just
as random matrix theory yields a benhmark by estab-
lishing a null hypothesis of a totally random matrix, ran-
dom graph theory establishes a null hypothesis of a to-
tally random graph. In other words, one an ompare
the results obtained for empirial graphs against those of
random graphs, whih are well known [20℄, and interpret
deviations from random behaviour as information.
The paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2 we re-
apitulate the methodology for onstruting asset trees
and asset graphs. In Setion 3 we study their dierenes
due the lustering observed in the asset graph but not in
asset tree. In Setion 4 we explore a sample asset graph
further, and ompare the results to a random graph. At
the end of the setion we briey disuss the problem of
noise versus information in the light of our results. Fi-
nally, we summarise the results of the paper in Setion
5.
METHODOLOGY FOR CONSTRUCTING ASSET
GRAPHS AND ASSET TREES
Earlier we have studied the time evolution of asset trees
in [8, 9, 10℄ and extended our approah to asset graphs in
[5℄, where the two approahes were expliated and om-
pared. Let us rst reapitulate the two methodologies.
Consider a prie time series for a set of N stoks and
denote the losure prie of stok i at time τ (an atual
date) by Pi(τ), and dene the logarithmi return of stok
i as ri(τ) = lnPi(τ) − lnPi(τ − 1). We extrat a time
window of width T , measured in days and in this paper
set to T = 1000 (equal to four years, assuming 250 trad-
ing days a year), and obtain a return vetor r
t
i for stok
i, where the supersript t enumerates the time window
under onsideration. Then equal time orrelation oe-
ients between assets i and j an be written as
ρtij =
〈rtir
t
j〉 − 〈r
t
i〉〈r
t
j〉√
[〈rti
2
〉 − 〈rti〉
2][〈rtj
2
〉 − 〈rtj〉
2]
, (1)
where 〈...〉 indiates a time average over the onseutive
trading days inluded in the return vetors. These or-
relation oeients between N assets form a symmetri
N × N orrelation matrix Ct. The dierent time win-
dows are displaed by δT , where we have used a step size
of one month, i.e., δT = 250/12 ≈ 21 days, whih gives
rise to interpreting the series of windows as a sequene of
time evolutionary steps of a single tree or graph. Next we
dene a distane between eah pair of stoks, and base
the distane on the orrelation oeient. The transfor-
mation dtij =
√
2(1− ρtij) is motivated by onsiderations
of ultrametriity [6℄. For reasons of ompatibility with
the earlier work we will use this denition, but would
like to point out that for our purposes any monotonially
dereasing distane funtion of the orrelation oeient
ρtij would do. With the hosen transformation, the indi-
vidual orrelation oeients are mapped from [−1, 1] to
[2, 0], and the orrelation matrix is mapped into a sym-
metri distane matrix D
t
.
Until now the method for onstruting asset trees and
asset graphs is idential, and the dierene arises in the
next step. Asset trees are onstruted aording to [6℄
by determining the minimum spanning tree (MST) of the
distanes, denotedT
t
. The spanning tree is a simply on-
neted ayli graph that onnets all N nodes (stoks)
and its size (number of edges) is xed at N − 1 suh that
the sum of all edge weights,
∑
dt
ij
∈Tt
dtij , is minimum.
The spanning tree, by denition, spans all N verties in
the set V in all time windows t and is thus time indepen-
dent, whereas the set of edges Et is time dependent, as is
evidened by our studies on tree robustness in [8, 9, 10℄.
In ontrast, asset graphs are reated for the same set of
verties but the edges are inserted one by one, aording
to the rank of the orresponding element of the D ma-
trix suh that we start with the smallest (i.e., with the
highest orrelation). Therefore the asset graph an have
any size between 0 and N(N − 1)/2, orresponding to all
verties being isolated and the entire graph being fully
onneted, respetively. The size n is ontrolled by the
number of shortest edges already present in the graph.
There is no ayliity ondition for asset graphs, neither
do they need to be onneted.
ASSET GRAPH AND ASSET TREE
COMPARISONS
Let us now onsider, as a speial ase, an asset graph
of order N (number of verties or stoks), and of size
n = N − 1 (number if edges), so that it is omparable
in this sense to the asset tree. In general, the elements
inluded in the asset graph are muh more optimal, i.e.,
shorter than those in the asset tree, as an be shown
by examining their distributions, see [5℄. This is due to
the fat that there are very strongly inter-onneted lus-
ters in the market, and they are reprodued in the asset
graph, but not in the asset tree where the tree ondi-
tion suppresses this feature. Thus some of the verties
form liques, use up the available edges and reate yles
in the proess. On the other hand, the spanning rite-
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Figure 1: Sample graph of N = 116 verties and n = 20 edges,
orresponding to a onnetion probability p = n/[N(N −
1)/2] ≈ 0.003.
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Figure 2: Sample graph for n = 40 edges (p ≈ 0.006).
rion fores the tree to inlude weak onnetions whih
are naturally left out from the graph. For a visualisation
of these dierenes see Figures 1 and 2 in [5℄.
Here we wish to fous more on the aspets of the
growth and lustering for the same set of data, in parti-
ular for the asset graph. The most straight-forward way
to see how the asset graph topology and lusters form is
depited as an example in Figures 1 to 4. Note that ver-
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Figure 3: Sample graph for n = 80 edges (p ≈ 0.012).
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Figure 4: Sample graph for n = 160 edges (p ≈ 0.024).
ties are drawn using a variety of dierent markers, where
the marker type and olour orrespond to the ompany's
business setor as lassied by Forbes [21℄. For ertain
ompanies, suh as those in the Energy Setor (marked
by red asterisks) we would expet strong intra-business
setor lustering, and for some, suh as those in the Fi-
nanial business setor (blue irles), we would expet
strong inter -business setor lustering. There are also
some stoks for whih we would not expet graph lus-
tering to orrespond to the business setor labels (for a
4disussion on the orrespondene between business se-
tors and asset tree lusters see [9℄).
Some observations and omments are in plae.
(i) In Figure 1, after only n = 20 edges have been
added, already four yles have formed. This makes it
lear that asset tree and asset graph topologies start to
diverge at an early stage, i.e., for small n.
(ii) In Figure 2, the additional 20 edges seem to rein-
fore the small lusters present in Figure 1. In general, it
is interesting to note that the lusters reated very early
seem to beome more and more strongly onneted, and
also grow by having new verties attahed to them as
edges are added. It is not evident that the strongest on-
netions (shortest edges) should dene the lusters the
way they do, as one ould have a situation where a very
strongly liqued group of ompanies appears later on.
However, moving from Figure 2 to 4, it is lear that this
is what happens.
(iii) An asset tree dened on 116 verties has 115 edges.
In Figure 4, where the number of edges n = 160 easily
exeeds this, there are still several isolated verties left.
This turns out to be so even after 1000 edges have been
added. The asset tree, however, would ontain by deni-
tion those isolated verties after the inlusion of n = 115
edges. In this sense, although the asset tree an provide
an overall taxonomy of the market, the onnetions it re-
ates may be misinterpreted to be more meaningful than
they are. As mentioned earlier and studied in [5℄, this
due to the the minimum spanning tree riterion. Conse-
quently, it is hardly surprising that an asset graph of the
size of an asset tree is muh more robust, sine the weak
onnetions ontained in the tree are prone to breaking
easily [5℄.
(iv) We an observe in Figure 4 that although some
lusters are very heavily intra-onneted, they are not
yet inter-onneted to other lusters. Two suh examples
are the energy luster at the bottom left orner and the
utilities luster in the top right orner of Figure 4.
(v) In general, we see that there is good agreement be-
tween graph lusters and business setor denitions given
by an outside institution.
(vi) Although the graph analysed here is just a sample,
obtained by xing the time, i.e., hoosing a random value
for the time supersript t, preliminary studies indiate
that qualitatively similar lustering is observed through-
out the time domain.
As points (i) and (iii) above indiate, asset trees and
asset graphs have learly dierent topologies. Let us de-
note the asset graph more ompletely by its vertex and
edge set as G
t = (VG, E
t
G), and the asset tree similarly
by T
t = (VT , E
t
T ). For statistially more reliable re-
sults, we have used a set of split-adjusted daily prie data
for N = 477 NYSE traded stoks, time-wise extending
from the beginning of 1980 to the end of 1999. This
is the dataset we will use throughout the paper unless
mentioned otherwise. We an learn about the overall
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Figure 5: Overlap of edges in the asset graph G
t
and asset
tree T
t
for T = 1000 trading days as a funtion of time. The
average value, roughly 24%, is indiated by the horizontal
line.
topologial dierenes between the asset graph and as-
set tree by studying the overlap of edges present in both
as a funtion of time. The relative overlap is given by
1
N−1 |E
t
G ∩ E
t
T | where ∩ is the intersetion operator and
|...| gives the number of elements in the set. As an be
see from the plot in Figure 5, on average the asset graph
and asset tree share about 24%, or roughly one quarter,
of edges. This quantity is also fairly stable over time.
Sine the asset graph onsists of the shortest possible
edges and is optimal in this sense, whenever an edge in
EtT is not inluded in E
t
G, the sum of edges for the asset
graph is inreased above this optimum. Therefore, we
an infer from Figure 5 that on average some 75% of the
edges ontained in the asset tree are not optimal in this
sense. We drew a similar onlusion by omparing edge
length distributions for the asset tree and asset graph in
Figures 4 and 5 [5℄.
Motivated by observation (i) above, it is also of in-
terest to study how this overlap of edges hanges in the
proess of onstruting asset graph and tree one edge
at a time. In order to generate the minimum span-
ning tree, we use Kruskal's algorithm. This onsists
of taking all of the distint N(N − 1)/2 distane el-
ements from the distane matrix D
t
, and obtaining a
sequene of edges dt1, d
t
2, . . . , d
t
N(N−1)/2, where we have
used a single index notation. The edges are then sorted
in a nondereasing order to get an ordered sequene
dt(1), d
t
(2), . . . , d
t
(N(N−1)/2). We selet the shortest unex-
amined edge for inlusion in the tree, with the ondition
that it does not form a yle. If it does, we disard it,
and move on to the next unexamined edge on the list.
Apart from for the onstraint on yles, the algorithm
is idential to the way asset graphs are generated. If
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Figure 6: Overlap of edges EtG(n) in the asset graph and
EtT (n) in the asset tree, where n = 1, 2, . . . , n, as a funtion
of normalised number of edges
n
N−1
, averaged over time.
we denote the size of graph in onstrution by n, where
n = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, then at least for small values of n
asset graphs and asset trees should ontain the same set
of edges, i.e., EtG(n) = E
t
T (n) and, therefore, be idential
in topology. It is expeted that, starting from some value
of n = nc, the above equality no longer holds, and obser-
vation (i) above leads us to expet a small value for nc.
One the equality breaks, the rst yle is formed and,
onsequently, for all n ≥ nc the asset graph and tree dif-
fer topologially. This is demonstrated in Figure 6, where
the relative overlap of edges,
1
N−1 |E
t
G(n) ∩ E
t
T (n)|, has
been plotted as a funtion of normalised number of edges,
n
N−1 , and the quantity has been averaged over time. The
funtion dereases rapidly for small values of
n
N−1 , indi-
ating that for the urrent set of data with N = 477, only
a few edges an be added before the rst yle is formed.
As more and more edges are added, the plot onverges
to the 24% time average.
ASSET GRAPH AND RANDOM GRAPH
COMPARISONS
We now leave asset trees behind and deal exlusively
with asset graphs. We fous on our empirial sample
graph G
emp
evaluated from a distane matrix D
t
for a
randomly hosen time window loation t. We then on-
strut a random graph of the same size as the asset graph,
and ompare the results between the two. The fat the
window is fairly wide at T = 1000 means that the results
are less sensitive to the time loation t of the window and,
onsequently, an be generalised to a greater extent than
if a shorter window width was used. Time dependene of
the quantities studied, as well as a more analytial ap-
proah in general, are postponed until a later exposition.
As should be lear from the earlier disussion, the asset
tree approah as a simple, non-parametri lassiation
sheme always produes a unique taxonomy. Beause of
the tree ondition, the asset tree ignores some impor-
tant orrelations, and also fails to apture the strong
networking present in the nanial market. It is gen-
erally agreed that the orrelation matrix ontains both
information and noise, and one is obviously interested in
nding and studying the information rih part. In the
extreme ase of no information, one ould nd the min-
imum spanning tree for a ompletely random matrix of
unorrelated data. In this ase one would also obtain a
lassiation, but hardly a meaningful one. This indi-
ates a possible drawbak in the minimum spanning tree
methodology.
Growth and lustering of asset graphs is an interesting
problem in its own right, but it may also, as we believe,
shed light on the information versus noise issue. We will
now onsider the size n of the graph as a parameter and
inrease it, at least in theory, all the way up to the fully
onneted graph. If d(n) is the latest edge added, where
n = 1, 2, . . . , N(N−1)/2, we quantify the degree of graph
ompleteness by p = n/[N(N − 1)/2], where p ∈ [0, 1].
In pratie, for our empirial data of N = 477 stoks we
do this for p ∈ [0, 0.25], orresponding to a maximum of
28,382 edges. In our experiene this interval is suient,
sine most quantities beyond this beome pratially ran-
dom anyway.
The random graph, or more speially an Erdös-
Rényi random graph, is denoted byG
ran
and onstruted
as follows: Given N labelled, isolated verties, we on-
sider all possible vertex pairs in turn and onnet them
with probability p. However, instead of generating the
random graph expliitly from the denition, we obtain
one by shuing the elements in the distane matrix D
t
and then add them, one edge at a time, to the graph.
The graphs obtained at dierent stages of this proess
orrespond to higher and higher onnetion probabilities
p. This method enables us to ompare graph onstru-
tion for the empirial graph G(p)
emp
and random graph
G(p)
ran
as a funtion of the onnetion probability p.
Stritly speaking the results derived from the random-
graph theory apply only in the limit when the number of
nodes N tends to innity. Although the datasets we have
studied have either N = 116 or N = 477, aknowledging
the presene of nite size eets, one an onsider the
random graph as a benhmark against whih deviations
from random behaviour an be measured. As we will see,
the nanial network does not follow the preditions of
the random graph theory and thus onstitutes a omplex
network.
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Figure 7: Spanned graph order for empirial and random
data.
Cluster growth and size
We start by studying what we all the spanned graph
order. Whereas graph order indiates the number of ver-
ties in the graph, we dene spanned graph order as the
number of verties with vertex degrees greater than or
equal to one, i.e., only those verties are ounted that
have at least one edge onneted to them. This distin-
tion is needed beause graph order itself is a onstant for
our graphs. Figure 7 plots spanned graph order for em-
pirial and random data. We nd that the random graph
beomes fully onneted very early on, i.e., its spanned
graph order S(G
ran
(p′)) = N = 477 for p′ ≈ 0.012,
whereas for the empirial graph for the same value of
p we have S(G
emp
(p′)) = 164. In the empirial ase,
edges are used to reate strong lusters and, therefore,
the spanned graph order grows more slowly than for the
random ase, in whih there is no systemati lustering
present.
We an study some topologial aspets of graph on-
strution by onsidering four distint types of growth
that our in the graphs. The division into these spe-
i growth types is motivated by their intuitive appeal
and relevane in this appliation ontext. These dier-
ent types ause qualitatively dierent growth of graph
lusters, and studying them an help us understand the
dierenes we observe in greater detail. In the ase of
a nanial network, edge lusters are more interesting
than vertex lusters, beause it is edges, i.e., orrela-
tions amongst stoks, that very naturally dene lusters
in the nanial market, as Figures 1 to 4 show. A lus-
ter, denoted by Ci = (Vi, Ei), is dened to be an isolated
subgraph indued by a set of edges Ei, ontaining the
verties Vi. We also dene luster size of Ci simply as
|Ei|. Similarly, luster order for Ci is given by |Vi|. The
four dierent growth types ourring upon the addition
of a new edge eij , inident on verties vi and vj , are the
following:
(I) Create a new luster. This ours when nei-
ther of the two verties vi nor vj , inident
on the new edge eij , are part of an existing
luster. A new luster is reated, its spanned
luster order is two, and luster size one.
(II) Add a node and an edge to an existing luster.
Adds vertex vi and the inident edge eij to
an existing luster, when the other vertex vj
already belongs to it. Spanned luster order
and luster size are inreased by one.
(III) Merge two lusters. Merge luster Ci ontain-
ing the vertex vi and luster Cj ontaining
the vertex vj by adding the inident edge eij
between them. If |Ei| ≥ |Ej |, the luster Ci
survives and its new order is |Vi| + |Vj | and
new size |Ei|+ |Ej |+1. Cluster Cj disappears
as we have Ej = ∅ and Vj = ∅. Intuitively
speaking, the larger luster eats the smaller
one.
(IV) Add a yle to an existing luster. Add an
edge to an existing luster, thus reating a
yle and reinforing the lustering. Spanned
graph order is inreased by one.
The umulative ourrene of eah growth type is plot-
ted as a funtion of p for random data in Figure 8 and for
empirial data in Figure 9. Some observations. (i) The
growth of the random graph starts linearly with type I
and ontinues like that pratially for two deades, as
new lusters of one edge and two verties are reated. As
a result, the number of verties grows by two on eah
step, ontributing to the rapid inrease in spanned graph
order for the random graph in Figure 7. Type I growth is
learly less dominant for the empirial graph, for whih
growth of other types starts earlier. (ii) In regard to lus-
tering, type IV growth is most relevant and is observed
roughly 1.5 deades earlier for the empirial data than
for the random data. This nding is orroborated by
Figures 1 to 4 and the related disussion. (iii) We ob-
serve that the number of types I and III growth almost
onverge as p → 1. The onvergene is to be expeted
sine in moving towards a fully onneted graph, all the
separate lusters that have been formed will be merged
at some point. Thus in the limit the number of mergers
needs to equal the number of omponents to be merged
minus one, sine one luster, the fully onneted graph,
remains. The onvergene seems to take plae an esti-
mated 1.5 deades later for the empirial graph than for
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Figure 8: Growth types for the random graph. Inset: number
of lusters for the random graph.
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Figure 9: Growth types for the empirial graph. Inset: Num-
ber of lusters for the empirial graph.
the random graph, indiating that the lusters observed
for the empirial data remain separate or disonneted
from the rest until muh later.
Let us now study the number of lusters formed as a
funtion of p. Of the four growth types analysed above,
only type I and type III aet the number of lusters in
the system, by either inreasing or dereasing it by one,
respetively. Therefore, the number of lusters for a given
value of p is given by the dierene between type I and
type III urves in Figures 8 and 9. This is more learly
shown on linear sales in the insets of the same gures
(please note that the sales in the insets are dierent).
The maximum number of lusters for the sample random
graph is 75, ourring at p ≈ 0.0013, whereas for the em-
pirial graph it is 9, ourring at p ≈ 0.0011. The high
spanned graph order for the random graph due to type
I growth, and relatively low mean lustering oeient
as ompared to the asset graph (as seen later), leads to
a large number of lusters that are relatively early om-
bined to form one giant luster. In ontrast, the empirial
graph has a muh more slowly inreasing spanned graph
order, fewer lusters, and exhibits predominantly type IV
growth to enhane the existing lusters (high mean lus-
tering). Consequently, the maximum number of lusters
is left small. It is interesting to note that in this ase
the maxima, although very dierent in value, happen for
roughly the same value of p. Further studies are required
to explain whether this is by hane or a systemati nd-
ing.
Let us now turn to luster size distributions presented
in Figures 10 and 11. For the random graph, the large
number of lusters seem to disappear suddenly when the
lusters are merged together, as the sudden jump in type
III growth in Figure 8 indiates. This type of sudden
transition is not present for the empirial graph, further
supporting the onjeture that the behaviour of the asset
graph is markedly dierent from the random graph.
The results we have obtained for the random graph are
well explained by some basi random graph theory, from
whih we wish to review very briey some important el-
ementary ndings [3℄. This will help not only to explain
the random results, but may also help to understand why
the empirial graph behaves so dierently. The most
entral goal of random-graph theory is to determine at
what onnetion probability p a partiular property of
a graph will most likely arise. In most general terms,
we an ask whether there is a ritial probability that
marks the appearane of arbitrary subgraphs and, as its
important speial ases, trees and yles of a given or-
der. The problem was solved by Bollobás [20℄. Consider
a random graph with N verties onneted by n edges
and assume that the onnetion probability p(N) ∝ Nz,
where the parameter z ∈ (−∞, 0]. For a random graph,
the average degree is given by
〈k〉 = 2n/N = p(N − 1) ≈ pN,
and this quantity has a system size independent ritial
value. When z < −1 suh that the average degree of the
graph 〈k〉 = pN → 0 as N → ∞, the graph onsists of
disjoint trees. The appearane of these small trees is tied
to some threshold values of z suh that below that value
almost no graph has the given property, whereas for val-
ues above it almost every graph has the property. What
is remarkable from our perspetive is that for z < −1
there are no yles present, but when z = −1, orre-
sponding to 〈k〉 = onstant, trees and yles of all orders
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Figure 10: Cluster size for the random graph. Dierent urves
orrespond to dierent lusters. Sine several lusters of size
one overlap one another in this gure rendering them indis-
tinguishable, one annot ount the total number of lusters
from this plot.
appear. We an nd out about the size and struture of
lusters for this partiular ase when p ∝ N−1. When
0 < 〈k〉 < 1, although there are yles present, almost
all nodes belong to trees, and the size of the largest tree
is proportional to lnN . The mean number of lusters is
of order N − n, so in this range of 〈k〉 the number of
lusters dereases by 1 as n inreases by 1, i.e., when a
new edge is introdued in the graph. If 〈k〉 is inreased
to the threshold 〈k〉c = 1, orresponding to a ritial
probability pc ≈ 1/N , the topology of the graph hanges
suddenly. The small lusters are merged together to form
a single giant luster, or a giant omponent, and it has
a fairly omplex struture. Other lusters are small, and
most of them are trees. As 〈k〉 is inreased further, the
small lusters are attahed to the giant luster. There-
fore, for values below pc the graph is made up of isolated
lusters, but for values above pc the giant luster spans
the graph. Given these theoretial onsiderations, the
fat that yles are found in the graphs in Figures 1 to 4,
even for p ≈ 0.003, underlines the highly orrelated non-
random nature of the nanial network. Last, as a point
onerning terminology, it should be mentioned that the
emergene of the giant luster is the same phenomenon
as a perolation transition in innite-dimensional (mean
eld) perolation. The dierene in the behaviour around
the emergene of the giant omponent between the ran-
dom and empirial graph indiates that the transition in
the latter is also of dierent nature.
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Figure 11: Cluster size for the empirial graph. See omment
in Figure 10.
Clustering oeients and information
Finally, we will study the lustering oeients for our
smaller set of 116 S&P500 stoks. Clustering oeient
of vertex i is dened as
Ci =
2∆i
ki(ki − 1)
,
where ki is the number of inident edges of vertex vi
(vertex degree), and ∆i the number of edges that exist
between the ki neighbours of vertex vi. The normali-
sation in the denition is due to the fat that at most
there an be ki(ki − 1)/2 edges between the ki verties,
whih would happen if they formed a fully onneted
subgraph. Thus the oeient is normalised on the in-
terval [0, 1]. The value of lustering oeient for eah
vertex v1, v2, . . . , v116 is plotted in Figure 12 for both
the random graph and empirial graph, where the ver-
tex index is given on the horizontal axes, the vertial
axes give the value of p, and the shades orresponds to
the value of the lustering oeient. The two plots are
strikingly dierent. For the random graph, overall there
is a very smooth, rainbow-like transition from zero to
unity. In addition, all verties behave in a fairly homo-
geneous manner. For the empirial graph the transition
towards unity is muh faster and there is muh greater
heterogeneity present. Further, there are some very high
lustering oeient values observed for some verties at
low values of p.
Sine muh of our attention has foused on asset graph
lusters, we alulated lustering oeients of the sam-
ple graph for eah luster when p ∈ [0, 1]. These are
9Figure 12: Clustering oeient as a funtion of vertex index
(horizontal axis) and p (vertial axis). Left: random graph,
right: empirial graph.
simply averages of the lustering oeients Ci of indi-
vidual verties belonging to a given luster Ci, i.e.,
CCi =
1
|Vi|
∑
Ci∈Ci
Ci.
In Figure 13 we show results for seleted six lusters,
namely, Transportation, Energy, Utilities, Basi Materi-
als 1, Utilities / Healthare, and Basi Materials 2. For
values of p ≥ 0.05 all other lusters oalese into the
Utilities / Healthare luster, whih behaves very simi-
larly to the mean lustering oeient disussed shortly.
The small deviations result from the fat that there are
some isolated verties whih are not inluded in the o-
alesed luster but are ounted in the mean lustering
oeient. For purposes of visualisation only lusters
with six or more edges are inluded in Figure 13, as for
smaller lusters the lustering oeient utuates wildly
and makes the plot messy. Further, only those lusters
with reasonably long life time in terms of p are inluded.
In most ases eah luster onsists of stoks that belong
to dierent business setors. The lusters are named after
the dominating business setor, i.e., the business setor
shared by a majority of the verties in the luster. Apart
from one exeption, a single business setor dominates for
eah value of p, indiating strong orrespondene between
luster and business setor groups. The only exeption
is the largest luster, i.e., Utilities / Healthare, whih
was dominated by either Utilities or Healthare stoks,
depending on the value of p.
The four most highly onneted lusters are Trans-
portation, Basi Materials 1, Utilities, and Energy. The
luster-wise alulated lustering oeients are more
meaningful when examined in onjuntion with Figures 1
to 4. One should also bear in mind that luster sizes and
luster orders for the four lusters are dierent, and this
needs to be taken into aount when studying lustering
oeients. Although luster sizes for these lusters are
not reported in this paper for the partiular set of data, it
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Figure 13: Clustering oeients for seleted lusters as a
funtion of p.
is lear that for larger lusters there is more jitter in the
urves of Figure 13. The Transportation luster onsists,
for the most part, of stoks AMR, DAL, U and LUV and
is fully onneted, as there is an edge between DAL and
LUV, although poorly visible. Basi Materials 1 luster
onsists of stoks IP, GP, WY and BCC, and they are also
fully onneted for p ∈ [0.005, 0.03], but lustering falls as
new vertex is added to the luster. The most striking ex-
amples, however, are Utilities and Energy lusters, both
of whih enompass several verties. As Figure 4 shows,
they are very strongly onneted. Quite remarkably, both
lusters are also very homogeneous in terms of their busi-
ness setor makeup. These ndings indiate that in the
nanial network there are lusters that are relatively
separate from others, and yet their internal onnetivity
is high.
By averaging the lustering oeients Ci over all ver-
ties i one obtains the mean lustering oeient C
ran
and C
emp
, both plotted in Figure 14. From this plot the
dierene in the rate of hange of the lustering oe-
ient for the random and empirial ase is very obvious.
For the random graph the mean lustering oeient is
zero up to and inluding p′ = 125/6670 ≈ 0.02, whereas
for the empirial graph for the same p = p′ the mean
lustering oeient is 0.33. For the random graph, the
zero value and low values at the beginning in general
are again explained by type I growth leading to duple
lusters (one edge, two verties), for whih the luster-
ing oeient is zero. For the empirial graph the early
type IV growth reates several yles of order three as
an be seen, for example, in Figure 1. For these yles
the lustering oeient is unity, and this ontributes to
the mean lustering oeient. To visualise the empir-
ial graph with 125 edges, one an mentally interpolate
between Figures 3 and 4 to onvine himself or herself
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Figure 14: Mean lustering oeients for the random and
empirial graph as a funtion of p.
of the high mean lustering oeient value. Please note
that the lustering oeient results an diretly be om-
pared only with Figures 1 to 4, sine for other random
and empirial graph plots a dierent dataset was used.
The mean lustering oeient for the random graph,
for all pratial purposes, is linear with a slope of unity
(exept for the slight utuation for small p). This re-
sult is ompatible with random graph theory, sine for a
random network, the probability of its two nearest neigh-
bours being onneted is the same as that for any two
randomly piked verties being onneted. Therefore, the
mean lustering oeient for a random graph is
C
ran
= p =
〈k〉
N
.
We onjeture that omparing the mean lustering o-
eient of an empirial asset graph against a random
graph an be used to estimate the information ontent of
the edges in the graph and, onsequently, the informa-
tion ontent of the orresponding orrelation oeients
in the related orrelation matrix. For a rough analysis of
results we divide the empirial urve in Figure 14, based
on its behaviour, into three setions along the horizontal
axis. The rst setion of rapid growth overs the rst 10%
of edges (p ∈ [0, 0.1]), during whih the mean lustering
oeient inreases very rapidly and, in partiular, muh
faster than for the random graph. We interpret this sig-
niant deviation from the random ase to imply that
the rst 10% of the edges add substantial information to
the system. During the rst part of the seond setion
for roughly p ∈ [0.1, 0.2], the rate of hange starts to slow
down and reahes a sort of a plateau or saturation dur-
ing the seond part of this setion for p ∈ [0.2, 0.3]. We
onsider these ndings to indiate that the edges added
in this setion for p ∈ [0.1, 0.3] are less informative. For
the last setion, from p = 0.3 onwards, we believe the re-
maining 70% to be relatively poor in information ontent,
possibly just noise. Although the urve beomes steeper
as p→ 1, we do not onsider this to reet genuine infor-
mation but to result from the boundary onditions of the
problem, sine for p = 1 the mean lustering oeient
must be equal to unity.
We believe that the method of omparing empirial
graph properties to random graph theory preditions an
be used to address the information versus noise issue of
the underlying orrelation matrix. In spirit this is a simi-
lar argument to using random matrix theory to study the
information ontent of empirial orrelation matries by
omparing their properties, mainly eigenvalue spetra. In
[15℄, there was remarkable agreement between the theo-
retial predition and empirial data onerning both the
density of eigenvalues and the struture of eigenvetors
for the orrelation matrix. For their set ofN = 406 assets
of the S&P 500 for T = 1309 days, Laloux et al found
94% of the total number of eigenvalues to fall within the
region predited by the theory, leaving only 6% of the
eigenvetors to appear to arry some information. This
nding is ompatible with the above disussion. We plan
to repeat this analysis for a larger set of data in the near
future and arry it out dynamially.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have reapitulated the methodology
for onstruting asset graphs and asset trees. Due to the
tree ondition, the asset tree fails to apture the strong
lustering in the nanial market, but this is learly
present in the asset graph. We have found the lusters
in the asset graph to appear very early, i.e., for low on-
netion probabilities, after whih asset graph and asset
tree topologies begin to dier. The two methodologies
result in an approximate 25% overlap of edges over time,
and the remaining 75% ause them to exhibit qualita-
tively very dierent behaviour. We have studied the as-
set graph further and ompared the results to a random
graph of the same size as a funtion of onnetion prob-
ability. We have divided the growth proesses into four
distint growth types, and have found type I growth to
be responsible for the fast growth in spanned graph order
for the random graph. A study of growth types has also
revealed how type IV growth, responsible for reating y-
les in the graph, sets in muh earlier for the asset graph,
and thus reets the networking present in the market.
We have also found the number of lusters in the random
graph to be one order of magnitude higher than for the
11
asset graph. At a ritial threshold, the random graph
undergoes a radial hange in topology, when the small
lusters merge to form a single giant luster. This phe-
nomenon, equivalent to a perolation transition, is not
observed for the asset graph. Finally, we have studied
lustering oeients and mean lustering oeients,
and found them to behave very dierently for the asset
and random graph. We have onjetured that this dier-
ene may be suitable for studying what fration of edges
in the graph, or orrelation oeients in the related or-
relation matrix, is information and what is noise. Based
on this approah, only some 10% of the edges appear
to arry genuine information. The results presented in
this paper onerning asset and random graph ompar-
isons have been arried out for a randomly seleted but
representative time window and a more rigorous study
should be made to inlude the possible eets of time
dependene.
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